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Subtle effects of environmental 
stress observed in the early life 
stages of the Common frog, Rana 
temporaria
Rebecca Strong1, Francis L. Martin2, Kevin C. Jones1, Richard F. Shore3 & Crispin J. Halsall1

Worldwide amphibian populations are declining due to habitat loss, disease and pollution. Vulnerability 
to environmental contaminants such as pesticides will be dependent on the species, the sensitivity 
of the ontogenic life stage and hence the timing of exposure and the exposure pathway. Herein we 
investigated the biochemical tissue ‘fingerprint’ in spawn and early-stage tadpoles of the Common frog, 
Rana temporaria, using attenuated total reflection-Fourier-transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy 
with the objective of observing differences in the biochemical constituents of the respective amphibian 
tissues due to varying water quality in urban and agricultural ponds. Our results demonstrate that levels 
of stress (marked by biochemical constituents such as glycogen that are involved in compensatory 
metabolic mechanisms) can be observed in tadpoles present in the pond most impacted by pollution 
(nutrients and pesticides), but large annual variability masked any inter-site differences in the frog 
spawn. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is capable of detecting differences in tadpoles that are present in 
selected ponds with different levels of environmental perturbation and thus serves as a rapid and cost 
effective tool in assessing stress-related effects of pollution in a vulnerable class of organism.

Globally, amphibians are facing precipitous declines1,2, with environmental pollution cited as a major threat to 
amphibian health and survival3,4. The vulnerability of amphibians to contaminant exposure is due to their highly 
permeable skin and complex lifecycle comprising both aquatic and terrestrial phases5–7. In addition, certain envi-
ronmental contaminants, such as pesticides used in agriculture, are applied to adjacent land at the same time 
breeding and larval development occurs; a period thought to be particularly susceptible to the effects of chemical 
exposure3,8.

Monitoring amphibian populations from the same areas over time is of importance in order to track any del-
eterious changes that occur over multiple generations. Certain contaminants may also be maternally transferred 
to embryos following bioaccumulation throughout development, which may lead to impaired reproductive suc-
cess9,10. As many anuran amphibian species show high breeding site fidelity and limited mobility between sites11,12, 
it is possible that the same populations may be monitored over time. Additionally, these factors may also mean 
that populations are susceptible to local extinctions, should environmental conditions change significantly11.

Amphibians, particularly at the aquatic stages of development are widely accepted as sensitive indicators 
of environmental contamination, and thus several studies have attempted to establish possible biomarkers of 
effect3,13. Endpoints commonly measured include growth14, behavioural abnormalities15, time to metamorpho-
sis14,16, deformities17, endocrine disruption8,18,19, induction or suppression of enzymes and endogenous com-
pounds related to oxidative metabolism20,21 suppression of immune function22,23 and genotoxicity24,25. While 
tadpoles at an early developmental stage are generally regarded as the stage most sensitive to environmental 
pollution15,26,27, amphibian embryos also show changes in developmental rates and subsequent deformities at 
metamorphosis as a result of earlier exposure to particular contaminants27–29, and thus it is important to consider 
this stage in any monitoring study.
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Fourier-transform IR (FTIR) and attenuated total reflection-FTIR (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy has previously 
been employed in order to identify potential biomarkers in fish30–33, birds34, and recently amphibians35, following 
exposure to contaminants both in the laboratory and field. Spectra derived using this approach represent a “bio-
chemical cell fingerprint”, with wavenumbers corresponding to particular biochemical entities; such constituents 
include those related to the secondary structure of proteins (Amide I, II and III at ~1650 cm−1, ~1550 cm−1, 
~1250 cm−1, respectively), lipids (~1750 cm−1), carbohydrates (~1150 cm−1 and ~1030 cm−1) and DNA/RNA 
(~1225 cm−1 and ~1080 cm−1)36. As the spectral data sets produced are typically large and complex, multivar-
iate feature-extraction techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) are typically employed in order to reduce the data sets into less complex and more readily interpretable 
formats and identify which areas of the spectrum are responsible for differences between data sets37,38. Use of 
machine-learning techniques for classification of data also allows unknown samples to be classified on the basis 
of their IR spectra, and have previously been used to identify alterations induced by different pollutant types in 
bird feathers34, as well as the origin of oil spills from polluted beaches39.

The aim of this study was to determine whether stress, attributable to varying water quality, could be iden-
tified in spawn or early life-stage tadpoles (Gosner stages 25–28)40 of the common frog Rana temporaria using 
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy coupled with multivariate analysis and classification techniques over a three year period 
(2012–2014). The sites studied were in Northern England and were selected in order to give a comparison 
between a rural agricultural site with no pesticide input, a high pesticide-impacted agricultural site, and an urban 
site impacted by treated wastewater and landfill run-off. These sites are not subject to amphibian surveys and 
hence no time-series exists of population numbers, so the study carried out here could reveal the health-status 
of a given frog population with no a priori knowledge. Spawn and tadpoles were also compared annually at each 
pond in order to identify temporal differences in the spectral signatures generated.

Current work in biomedical science aims to use a spectroscopy-led approach to create a database of healthy 
individuals and those with diseases such as cancer in order to establish vibrational spectroscopy as a screening 
tool in disease diagnosis38,41,42. Whilst still only a relatively short-term monitoring study, the intention in this 
study was to ascertain a baseline level of ‘healthy’ amphibian embryos and tadpoles for a comparison with those 
from ponds with known water contamination. This approach could then potentially demonstrate the utility of 
vibrational spectroscopy as an environmental monitoring tool and identify amphibian populations affected by 
environmental perturbations such as water quality problems prior to any gross declines in population.

Results
Spatial differences between spawn samples. The mean spectra of spawn collected from each pond 
over the three-year period (n =  ~45 spawn embryos per site) are shown in Fig. 1A. There is very little visual differ-
ence between the mean spectra of spawn collected from each site. Analysis with PCA-LDA followed by One-way 
ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison tests demonstrated significant separation along LD1 between all three 
sites, but no separation along LD2 (Fig. 1B). The loadings from PCA-LDA demonstrated the regions attributable 
to the separation of spawn between ponds was predominantly in regions associated with protein (amide I and II 
regions) and C= O stretching of lipids (Fig. 1C, Table 1).

Further analysis of the peak heights revealed significant differences between spawn samples in regions associ-
ated with the following: Amide I proteins (1686 cm−1), with a larger peak in this region in spawn collected from 
WH (agricultural pond impact by pesticides and nutrient ions) in comparison to that collected from PF (urban 
pond receiving treated wastewater) or CT (agricultural pond with minimal pesticide input); CH2 stretching of 
lipids (1462 cm−1), with spawn samples from CT having a larger peak in this region in comparison to those from 
PF or WH; glycogen (1026 cm−1); this peak was significantly larger in spawn collected from PF in comparison to 
that from CT and WH, and a larger peak associated with CH2 symmetric bending modes of the methyl groups of 
proteins in spawn samples collected from CT and PF in comparison to those from WH (see Fig. 1A and Table 2). 
The classification of spawn based on pond of origin was generally quite poor for both PCA-LDC and SVM, the 
latter achieving a slightly higher classification rate (see Fig. 1D and E), although still only achieving correct clas-
sification up to a maximum of ~65% of the time for spawn collected from WH (Fig. 1E).

Comparisons were also made between spawn samples within each year group as shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 1A–F and Supplementary Table 1. Slightly clearer separation was seen in the scores plots of 
the spectra generated from spawn samples when analysed in this way, in particular in spawn samples collected 
in 2014. The main areas of the spectrum accounting for the separation between ponds each year were in regions 
associated with lipids (~1740 cm−1 and ~1460 cm−1) and proteins (~1650 cm−1), with come contribution from 
glycogen and symmetric phosphate (~1030 cm−1 and ~1080 cm−1 respectively).

Spatial differences between tadpole samples. The mean spectra of tadpoles collected from each pond 
over a three year period (n =  90 (30 per site)) are shown in Fig. 2A. Visual inspection of the spectra suggests that 
some separation is apparent in the 1150–900 cm−1 region. Further analysis with PCA-LDA confirmed significant 
separation along LD1 between all three ponds (Fig. 2B) in regions associated predominantly with symmetric 
phosphate stretching vibrations of DNA/glycogen (~1100–1000 cm−1) as shown in the loadings plot in Fig. 2C. 
Additionally, regions associated with Amide I (proteins) also contributed to the separation along this dimension. 
LD2 accounts for separation between tadpoles collected from CT/PF and WH. This is again in similar regions 
as before: primarily symmetric phosphate stretching vibrations of DNA/glycogen (1092, 1057 cm−1) with some 
contribution from Amide I. The top five loadings values and corresponding wavenumber assignments are shown 
in Fig. 2C and Table 3.

Analysis of the peak absorbances confirmed significant differences in peak height primarily in the 1100–900 cm−1  
phosphodiester region (see Table 2 and Fig. 2A), in particular in regions of the spectrum associated with glycogen 
(1030 cm−1) and C-C stretching of DNA (999 cm−1); these peaks were significantly larger in tadpoles collected 
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Figure 1. (A) Second derivative mean spectra of Rana temporaria spawn collected over a three year period 
(2012–2014) from CT (Crake Trees): a rural agricultural pond with minimal pesticide input; PF (Pennington 
Flash): an urban pond impacted by wastewater and landfill run-off and WH (Whinton Hill): an agricultural 
pond known to be impacted by pesticides. Spectra were cut at the biochemical fingerprint region (1800–
900 cm−1), processed with Savitzky-Golay second-order differentiation and vector-normalised. Asterisks denote 
significant differences (P <  0.05) at absorbance peaks following one-way ANOVA. (B) Two-dimensional scores 
plot generated following cross-validated PCA-LDA analysis of spectra. (C) Corresponding loadings generated 
from PCA-LDA analysis; the five largest loadings values are highlighted. (D) Spawn classified by PCA-LDC. 
(E) Spawn classified by SVM. Green circles show % correct classification rate, red circles show % incorrect 
classification rate.
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from CT in comparison to those from PF and WH. There was no difference between tadpoles from PF and those 
from WH in these regions. In contrast, peak heights in regions associated with symmetric phosphate stretching 
vibrations (1080 cm−1) and C-C stretch of nucleic acids (964 cm−1) were significantly lower in tadpoles collected 
from CT in comparison to those from PF and WH; again there was no significant difference between tadpoles 
from PF and those from WH in this region. The region associated with P-O-C symmetric stretching (1115 cm−1) 
showed significant differences between tadpoles collected from all three sites in the order CT >  PF >  WH. In 
addition, there were significant differences in the peak associated with asymmetric stretching of phosphate 
(1235 cm−1), where tadpoles from WH showed increased absorbance in this area in comparison to those from 
CT and PF.

In contrast to the poor classification results achieved for spawn based on pond of origin, both PCA-LDC and 
SVM achieved high classification rates for tadpoles, demonstrating correct classification for tadpoles collected 
from each pond over 85% of the time (see Fig. 2D and E). SVM again achieved the highest classification rates, 
with tadpoles collected from CT correctly identified at the highest frequency, attaining a classification rate of 
~94% (Fig. 2E). As shown in Supplementary Fig. 2, tadpoles did not differ in the majority of their body size 
measurements between ponds when all of the data were analysed together over the duration of the study, with the 
exception of HW, where tadpoles from PF had a significantly lower measurement of this parameter than those 
from CT (One-way ANOVA: F2,87 =  3.97, P =  0.02; Tukey’s multiple comparison test, P <  0.05).

Comparisons between tadpoles from different ponds within each year group are shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 3A–F and Supplementary Table 2. In general, differences between tadpoles were in regions 
associated with carbohydrates, in particular glycogen (~1150 cm−1 and ~1030 cm−1), with significant contribu-
tion also from symmetric phosphate stretching of DNA and Amide I contributions. However, tadpoles collected 
in 2014 also showed significant lipid variation, with these differences mainly in the spectra of tadpoles collected 
from PF in comparison to those from CT and WH.

Significant differences in tadpole body size measurements were found between ponds, within each year group 
for tadpoles collected in 2013 and 2014, but not 2012 (see Supplementary Fig. 4), with tadpoles collected in 2013 
from PF significantly smaller than those from both CT and WH on all measures of body size (One-way ANOVA: 
SVL: F2,27 =  25.42, P <  0.001; HW: F2,27 =  67.08, P < 0.001; Mass: F2,27 =  46.07, P <  0.001; Tukey’s multiple com-
parison tests, P <  0.05), but not BCI (BCI: F2,27 =  1.12, P =  0.34). Tadpoles collected in 2014 from CT were smaller 
than those collected from PF on measures of SVL and mass, (One-way ANOVA: SVL: F2,27 =  3.91, P =  0.03; Mass: 
F2,27 =  6.09, P =  0.007; Tukey’s multiple comparison tests, P <  0.05). Tadpoles from WH also had a smaller mass 
in comparison to those from PF in 2014 (Tukey’s multiple comparison tests, P <  0.05).

As significant differences in body size measurements were found between tadpoles from PF and those from 
CT and WH in 2013 and 2014, separate analysis was conducted with tadpoles from PF excluded from the anal-
ysis in order to remove the potentially confounding effects of body size. Significant differences were apparent 
between tadpoles from CT and those from WH in 2013 along PCs 2 and 3 in regions associated with C= O 
stretching of lipids, amide I proteins and symmetric stretching of P-O-C and nucleic acids (Supplementary Fig. 5, 
Supplementary Table 3). In 2014, there were differences between tadpoles from CT and those WH along PC2 
only, in regions associated predominantly with carbohydrates/glycogen and sugar phosphate vibrations in nucleic 
acids, with some lipid contribution.

Temporal differences. As annual differences in environmental conditions may affect amphibian health 
and development, comparisons between spawn and tadpole samples between years within each pond were also 
made, to determine if these differences were expressed in consistent areas of the spectrum. Differences in body 
size measurements between tadpoles were also determined. Maximum, minimum and average air tempera-
tures were obtained each year and details are provided in Supplementary Fig. 6, with clear differences apparent 
each year with average, minimum and maximum temperatures lower in 2013 in February/March in compari-
son to 2012 and 2014, which is reflected in the variation in spawning date and tadpole development shown in 
Supplementary Tables 4 and 5, with spawning and tadpole development occurring up to 6 weeks later in 2013 
than in 2012 and 2014.

Comparison Wavenumber (cm−1) Tentative Assignment¥ Comparison≠

By site LD1 1732 C= O stretching of lipids CTa

1709 C= O stretching (bases) PFb

1616 Amide I (carbonyl stretching vibrations 
in side chains of amino acids) WHc

1558 Amide II proteins

1477 CH2 lipids

Table 1.  Distinguishing wavenumbers and proposed assignments obtained from analysis of Rana 
temporaria spawn with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy following analysis with PCA-LDA. The five largest loadings 
values for significant linear discriminants (LD) are shown. Comparisons were made between sites: CT (Crake 
Trees): a rural agricultural pond with no pesticide input; WH (Whinton Hill): an agricultural pond known to 
be impacted by pesticides and PF (Pennington Flash): an urban pond impacted by wastewater and landfill run-
off. ¥Refs 36, 69 and 70. ≠Different letters denote a significant difference at the P <  0.05 level following one-way 
ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison tests.
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Life Stage Wavenumber (cm−1) Proposed Assignmenta Comparison

Spawn 1744 C= O stretching of lipids CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1686 Amide I (Intermolecular β-sheet) CT =  PF

CT <  WH

PF <  WH

1655 Amide I of proteins (α  helix) CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1628 Amide I (Intramolecular β-sheet) CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1532 Amide II, C≡ N stretching CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1516 Amide II of proteins CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1462 CH2 stretching of lipids CT >  PF

CT >  WH

PF =  WH

1377 CH2 symmetric bending modes of the methyl groups of 
proteins CT =  PF

CT >  WH

PF >  WH

1312 Amide III of proteins CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1235 PO2
− asymmetric stretching, with overlap from Amide 

III CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1154 Stretching vibrations of hydrogen-bonded C-OH groups CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1080 PO2
− symmetric stretching vibrations: nucleic acids and 

phospholipids CT <  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1026 Glycogen absorption (C-O stretching) CT <  PF

CT =  WH

PF >  WH

968 C-C DNA CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

Tadpole 1744 C= O stretching of lipids CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1690 Peak of nucleic acids due to carbonyl stretching CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF <  WH

1670 Amide I (anti-parallel β-sheet) CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1643 Amide I (C= O vibrations) CT =  PF

CT =  WH

Continued
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Results from the analysis of spectra generated from spawn between years within each pond are shown in 
Supplementary Fig. 7A–F and Supplementary Table 6. It is clear that much better separation is seen in the scores 
plots of the spectra generated from spawn samples when analysed in this way. The areas of the spectrum account-
ing for the separation of spectra generated from spawn samples between years show significant overlap with those 
from the spectra generated between ponds, as determined by the loadings plots in Supplementary Fig. 7. Again, 
similar to the differences seen in the spectra of spawn samples between ponds, the differences in the spectra of 
spawn samples between years were primarily in regions associated with C= O stretching of lipids (1744 cm−1) and 
Amide I proteins (~1700–1600 cm−1), with most separation apparent between spawn samples collected in 2012 
and those collected in 2014.

Comparisons between tadpole samples between years within each pond are shown in Supplementary Fig. 8A–F 
and Supplementary Table 7. Significant separation was also seen when the spectra were analysed in this way; 

Life Stage Wavenumber (cm−1) Proposed Assignmenta Comparison

PF =  WH

1624 Amide I, β-sheet CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1532 Amide II, C≡ N stretching CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1516 Amide II of proteins CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1447 CH2 bending of lipids and fatty acids CT =  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1393 CH3 bending of proteins and lipids CT >  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1312 Amide III of proteins CT <  PF

CT =  WH

PF >  WH

1235 PO2
− asymmetric stretching vibrations CT =  PF

CT <  WH

PF <  WH

1161 C-O stretching CT <  PF

CT =  WH

PF =  WH

1115 Symmetric stretching P-O-C CT >  PF

CT >  WH

PF >  WH

1080 PO2
− symmetric stretching vibrations: nucleic acids and 

phospholipids CT <  PF

CT <  WH

PF =  WH

1030 Glycogen vibration CT >  PF

CT >  WH

PF =  WH

999 C-C vibration of DNA CT >  PF

CT >  WH

PF =  WH

964 C-C stretch of nucleic acids CT <  PF

CT <  WH

PF =  WH

Table 2.  Wavenumbers and assigned bands of infrared peaks following ATR-FTIR analysis of spawn and 
whole tadpoles of Rana temporaria. Absorbance values of second derivatives were compared between CT: 
(Crake Trees) a rural agricultural pond with no pesticide input; WH: (Whinton Hill) an agricultural pond 
known to be impacted by pesticides and PF: (Pennington Flash) an urban pond impacted by wastewater and 
landfill run-off. Significance was calculated at the P <  0.05 level for spawn and tadpoles following one-way 
ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison tests. Significant results are in bold. aRefs 32, 36, 50, 69, 71 and 72.
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however the differences between the spectra generated from tadpoles were primarily in regions associated with 
lipids, in particular the C= O stretching and CH2 scissoring mode of the acyl chain of lipid (~1740 and ~1460 cm−1),  
with some protein contribution, in contrast to the differences seen in the spectra of tadpoles between ponds, 
which were mainly in the phosphodiester region of the spectrum (~1150–900 cm−1). Similar to the temporal dif-
ferences seen in the analysis of spawn samples, the largest differences appeared to be between tadpoles collected 
in 2012 and those collected in 2014.

Significant differences in tadpole body size measurements within ponds between different years were also found as 
shown in Supplementary Fig. 9. Tadpoles collected in 2014 from both CT and WH were smaller than those collected in 
2013 or 2014 on most measures of body size (One-way ANOVA: CT: SVL: F2,27 =  18.50, P <  0.001; HW: F2,27 =  19.47, 
P <  0.001; Mass: F2,27 =  19.45, P <  0.001; Tukey’s multiple comparison tests, P <  0.05: WH: SVL: F2,27 =  8.22, P =  0.002; 
HW: F2,27 =  12.23, P <  0.001; Mass: F2,27 =  16.85, P <  0.001) whereas tadpoles collected from PF collected in 2013 
were generally smaller than those collected in 2012 or 2014 (One-way ANOVA: SVL: F2,27 =  11.31, P <  0.001; HW: 
F2,27 =  15.78, P <  0.001; Mass: F2,27 =  10.13, P =  0.001; Tukey’s multiple comparison tests, P <  0.05). Body condi-
tion indices were only lower in tadpoles collected from CT in 2012 in comparison to those in 2013 and 2013 (BCI: 
F2,27 =  4.80, P =  0.02; Tukey’s multiple comparison tests, P <  0.05), but not at PF or WH.

Discussion
Amphibians are sensitive to environmental pollution due to their life history and a tendency to show high site 
fidelity, thus allowing repeated exposure to environmental contaminants over time11. Although species such as 
R. temporaria are relatively abundant43, they may serve as a useful sentinel species in environmental monitoring 
studies as a proxy for rarer species. This study has demonstrated that ATR-FTIR spectroscopy in conjunction 
with multivariate analysis and classification techniques is able to effectively distinguish between tadpoles of the 
common frog, R. temporaria collected from three ponds with differing water quality over a three-year period. This 
was in spite of annual differences, which were also apparent when the data were analysed each year. In contrast, 
the differences between years for spawn were much more profound than those between ponds, suggesting that 
annual differences masked many of the differences detected in the IR spectra of spawn collected from each pond.

In this study, there were minimal differences in body size between tadpoles (with the exception of head width 
between PF and CT tadpoles), when all of the data were analysed together, thus excluding body size as a reason 
for the separation and high classification rates seen between ponds. The differences between ponds were largely in 
areas associated with glycogen/carbohydrates and symmetric phosphate stretching, with some protein contribu-
tion. Glycogen, and to a lesser extent, protein, is utilised as an energy source in amphibians and may be depleted 
in response to stressful situations, such as exposure to environmental contaminants, as the organism attempts to 
maintain homeostasis by compensatory metabolic mechanisms, thus utilising energy reserves44,45. Regions of the 
IR spectrum associated with carbohydrates, particularly glycogen showed marked decreases in the peak heights 
in spectra of tadpoles from PF and WH (both sites with relatively lower water quality) in comparison to those 
from CT (higher water quality status). Several studies have measured glycogen levels in tissues of both larval and 
adult amphibians following exposure to various environmental contaminants, including pesticides such as atra-
zine44,46,47, glyphosate44, quinclorac44, basudin48, naphthenic acids45 and PAHs49. In general, these studies found 
depleted levels of glycogen in response to pesticide exposure, although not in all cases46.

The increases in asymmetric and symmetric phosphate stretching vibrations absorbance seen in the spectra of 
tadpoles from WH and to a lesser extent PF, may be reflective of the type of contaminants tadpoles were exposed 
to as the ponds studied were subject to run-off from agricultural and urban environments35, which may be associ-
ated with genotoxicity7,25. Previous studies utilising IR spectroscopy to assess the health of fish following exposure 
to environmental contaminants have also demonstrated a pattern of decreased glycogen absorbance and increases 
in asymmetric and symmetric phosphate following exposure to environmental contaminants such as endocrine 
disruptors32,50 and PAHs31, as found in this study. However caution must be exercised in interpreting the results 
as by the nature of the study, tadpoles were exposed to a mixture of xenobiotics as well as varying nutrient levels 
and no one single factor can be elucidated.

The differences between years for both tadpoles and spawn are unsurprising given the factors that may vary 
each year, such as temperature, and therefore date of spawning, food availability, competition and predation. 
Interestingly, the differences seen between tadpoles from different years were in different areas of the spectrum 
in comparison to the differences seen between tadpoles from different ponds. Between ponds, tadpoles varied in 
regions associated with carbohydrates and asymmetric and symmetric phosphate stretching with some protein 
contribution, whereas between years the differences were mainly confined to areas of the spectrum associated 
with lipids and proteins (mainly Amide I and II). These differences may be tied to body size differences, as there 
was variability in tadpole body size parameters between years within each site. Tadpoles show developmental 
plasticity, where they are able to adjust their developmental rate according to environmental conditions, pro-
ducing smaller individuals under conditions of low food availability and high population density51–54. Although 
there were body size differences between tadpoles from PF and those from CT/WH in 2013/4, once tadpoles from 
PF were excluded from the analysis (thus excluding body size as a confounding factor) there was still significant 
separation between tadpoles from CT and those from WH in spectral regions associated with amide I proteins, 
symmetric phosphate stretching and carbohydrates/glycogen.

In biomedical studies involving disease screening, there naturally exists variation between individuals and 
possible confounding variables between samples55–57. Therefore screening programmes using spectroscopy must 
be specific enough to determine signatures attributable to a particular disease state in spite of ‘noise’ in the data. 
Chemometric processing of the data, often using multivariate methods is thus an important step in distinguishing 
between ‘healthy’ and ‘diseased’ tissues in these highly complex data sets. In addition, patients are matched for 
potentially confounding factors such as age or ethnicity where possible58. In this study, it appears that tadpole 
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Figure 2. (A) Second derivative mean spectra of Rana temporaria tadpoles collected from ponds with 
differing water quality over a three year period (2012–2014) from CT: a rural agricultural pond with minimal 
pesticide input; PF: an urban pond impacted by wastewater and landfill run-off and WH: an agricultural pond 
known to be impacted by pesticides. Spectra were cut at the biochemical fingerprint region (1800–900 cm−1), 
processed with Savitzky-Golay second-order differentiation and vector-normalised. Asterisks denote significant 
differences (P <  0.05) at absorbance peaks following one-way ANOVA. (B) Two-dimensional scores plot 
generated following cross-validated PCA-LDA analysis of spectra. (C) Corresponding loadings generated from 
PCA-LDA analysis; the eight largest loadings values are highlighted. (D) Tadpoles classified by PCA-LDC. 
(E) Tadpoles classified by SVM. Green circles show % correct classification rate, red circles show % incorrect 
classification rate.
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body size may influence biochemical parameters as determined by the IR spectra generated. Therefore, as with 
biomedical studies, it is recommended that any future study should ideally case-match tadpoles on the basis of 
their body size, developmental stage and where possible abiotic factors, such as temperature, pH and dissolved 
oxygen in order to control for such factors.

In contrast to the clear spectral differences seen between tadpoles, the differences between spawn samples 
between ponds were in similar areas of the spectrum to those between years, being predominantly in areas associ-
ated with protein and lipids. This may account for the poorer separation and classification seen in spawn samples 
in comparison to tadpoles. There are several factors influencing the development of spawn including temperature, 
oxygen levels and maternal investment59–62. Unfortunately these factors cannot be controlled for in a field study 
of this kind. Temperature is capable of influencing egg development markedly, with date of spawning significantly 
correlated with ambient water temperature59,60. Indeed, there were differences seen in this study in terms of date 
of spawning, with frogs spawning in early/mid March in 2012 and 2014 (between 7th and 16th March), whereas 
this was delayed in 2013 to late March/early April in 2013, which was likely related to temperature, as average, 
minimum and maximum temperatures were lower around this time in 2013. Additionally in 2012, maximum 
temperatures were higher around the times of spawning in comparison to 2013 and 2014, which again may have 
influenced spawn development, with a reduction in clutch fecundity associated with extreme temperatures in the 
preceding year59. Amphibian embryos are also protected from xenobiotics by the jelly capsule surrounding the 
embryo15,26. This may also explain why the differences detected between embryos in the current study were rela-
tively smaller in comparison to that of the tadpoles despite water quality differences between the sites.

This study demonstrated the use of ATR-FTIR spectroscopy as a monitoring tool in assessing the health of  
R. temporaria spawn and tadpoles from three ponds with relative differences in water quality. This technique 
therefore offers a unique method to assess the stress status of wild populations living in contaminated sites. 
Tadpoles at an early stage in development demonstrated the most significant differences in their IR spectra and 
are thus proposed as a more sensitive life stage for spectroscopic assessment of environmental quality. With com-
plementary laboratory and mesocosm studies, IR spectroscopy could be a highly useful, cost-effective and rapid 
tool in monitoring amphibian health. In addition, the use of hand-held IR devices could potentially allow the 
non-destructive monitoring of amphibians throughout their development. Field-based FTIR devices for this type 
of analysis could provide rapid insight into the biochemical status of different tissue types with minimal sample 
preparation or processing, providing insight into the health status of a given population which could be of great 
benefit to the many species of amphibian vulnerable to extinction.

Methods
Field Sites. Sites were selected in order to give a comparison between agricultural and urban ponds and were 
based on site characteristics and information from landowners/land managers. The sites were:

1. Whinton Hill (WH), Plumpton, Cumbria is a farm consisting of arable and grazing land for beef and sheep, 
which is routinely sprayed with herbicides and fungicides.

2. Crake Trees (CT), Crosby Ravensworth is a farm used as beef grazing land and marginal arable land, which 
has been accepted onto Natural England’s Higher Level Environmental Stewardship Scheme and uses min-
imal quantities of pesticides, with buffer zones to prevent pesticide run-off into water courses.The ponds 
surveyed at WH and CT are constructed wetlands created as part of the MOPS2 (Mitigation Options for 
Phosphorus and Sediment) project monitored by Lancaster University http://mops2.diffusepollution.info/.

3. Pennington Flash Country Park (PF) located in Leigh, Lancashire is a site which receives run-off from 
treated wastewater and landfill, as this area was previously a landfill site.

Comparison Wavenumber (cm−1) Tentative Assignment¥ Comparison≠

LD1 1682 Amide I deformation CTa

1620 Peak of nucleic acids due to the base carbonyl 
stretching and ring breathing mode PFb

1096 Stretching PO2
− symmetric vibrations WH c

1072 Nucleic acid band (symmetric phosphate stretch)

1003 Sugar phosphate chain vibrations in nucleic acids

LD2 1647 Amide I CTa

1624 Amide I, β-sheet PFa

1115 Symmetric stretching P-O-C WHb

1092 Symmetric phosphate stretching

1057 Glycogen

Table 3.  Distinguishing wavenumbers and proposed assignments obtained from analysis of Rana temporaria 
tadpoles with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy following analysis with PCA-LDA. The five largest loadings values for 
the two linear discriminants (LD) are shown. Comparisons were made between sites: CT: a rural agricultural 
pond with no pesticide input; WH: an agricultural pond known to be impacted by pesticides and PF: an urban 
pond impacted by wastewater and landfill run-off. ¥Refs 32, 33, 36 and 72. ≠Different letters denote a significant 
difference at the P <  0.05 level following one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison tests.

http://mops2.diffusepollution.info/
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Water quality for each pond was assessed through the measurement of key ions (including nitrate (NO3-N) 
and phosphate (PO4-P) as well as a range of organic chemical pollutants including a broad screen of current–use 
pesticides. A summary of concentrations are presented in Strong et al.35. In brief, water quality with respect to 
these chemical parameters measured during Spring months resulted in the ranking of the ponds as: CT highest 
water quality, followed by PF with WH having the lowest water quality of the three ponds.

Collection and processing of samples. Samples of R. temporaria spawn were collected in 2012, 2013 and 
2014 (n =  ~135 in total) from all three sites (10–20 spawn embryos per site per year), at varying dates depend-
ing on the date of spawning (full details in Supplementary Table 4). Spawn was collected in solvent-rinsed glass 
jars and transported back to the laboratory before the jelly coat was removed with forceps and the embryo fixed 
in 70% ethanol overnight at 4 °C. The Gosner stage of spawn samples was noted prior to fixation40. Spawn was 
classified as Gosner stage 10–12. Whole fixed embryos were mounted directly onto Low-E reflective glass slides 
(Kevley Technologies, Chesterland, OH, USA), dried overnight and stored in a desiccator before subsequent 
interrogation with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy.

Rana temporaria tadpoles were caught from all three sites in 2012, 2013 and 2014 (n =  90 in total) using dip 
nets (ten per site per year), euthanised using a solution of MS-222 (200 mg/L) buffered with sodium bicarbonate 
(both from Sigma Aldrich, Poole, Dorset UK), as per Schedule 1 of the British Home Office Animals (Scientific 
Procedures) Act 1986. Tadpole samples were then rinsed in distilled water and fixed immediately in the field 
in 70% ethanol (Fisher Scientific, UK). Ethanol was replaced after 24 hours with fresh. Tadpoles were weighed 
and measurements taken of snout-vent length (SVL) and head width (HW) using digital callipers to the nearest 
0.01 mm after fixation. Tadpoles were staged according to Gosner (1960), with all tadpoles between stages 25–28. 
Body condition indices (BCI) were calculated for each tadpole as follows: (body mass/SVL3) ×  10045 (full details 
of Gosner stage, SVL, HW, body mass and BCI for each tadpole are provided in Supplementary Table 5).

For ATR-FTIR spectroscopy measurements, a longitudinal slice (~0.5 mm thick) was taken from the ventral 
side of the tadpole using a Stadie-Riggs tissue slicer; a simple technique previously employed for preparing tissue 
samples for analysis with IR spectroscopy31,63,64. Slices were mounted skin side down onto Low-E slides, dried 
overnight and stored in a desiccator before interrogation with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy.

Temperature data. Temperature data (maximum, minimum and average air temperatures) were obtained 
from the Hazelrigg weather station at Lancaster University covering two week time periods beginning approxi-
mately one month prior to the start of the breeding season (~29th January) and finishing after all individuals had 
gone through metamorphosis (~26th August) for each year. Details are provided in Supplementary Fig. 6.

ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy. Between 10 and 25 spectra were taken per sample of spawn and tadpole using a 
Tensor 27 FTIR spectrometer with Helios ATR attachment (Bruker Optics Ltd, Coventry, UK) containing a dia-
mond crystal (≈ 250 μ m ×  250 μ m sampling area). Spectra were acquired at 8 cm−1 resolution with 2×  zero-filling, 
giving a data-spacing of 4 cm−1 over the range 400–4000 cm−1. The crystal was cleaned with distilled water 
between the analysis of each sample and a new background reading was taken prior to the analysis of each sample 
in order to account for changes in atmospheric conditions.

Data pre-processing. A representative ATR-FTIR spectrum was obtained by taking the mean of the spectral 
measurements for each sample. Spectra were then cut at the biochemical cell fingerprint region (1800–900 cm−1), 
baseline corrected using Savitzky-Golay 2nd order differentiation (2nd order polynomial and 9 filter coefficients), 
and vector normalised.

Multivariate analysis. Data were mean-centred before input into principal component analysis-linear dis-
criminant analysis (PCA-LDA) with k-folds cross validation, where k =  5; this method uses a small portion of the 
dataset to train the model in order to prevent LDA overfitting37. PCA reduces the spectra (227 wavenumbers) into 
a smaller number of principal components for input into LDA. In this case 9 PCs were picked for spawn analysis 
and 12 for analysis of tadpoles, using the PCA Pareto function in the IRootLab toolbox, as this represented ~95% 
of the variance in the data and where the variance began to plateau, thus preventing noise being incorporated 
into the LDA algorithm. LDA maximises the differences between classes and minimises the heterogeneity within 
classes. The data can then be viewed as scores, to determine how the different classes separate from each other. 
The corresponding loadings vectors when viewed alongside the scores allow the wavenumbers which contribute 
maximally to the variance to be identified37.

For both analysis of spawn and tadpoles, data were classed by pond (CT, PF and WH) using all of the data 
collected over the three-year period. This was the main goal of the study; identifying differences between ponds 
despite annual variations. Additionally, samples of spawn and tadpoles were analysed within each year group 
using PCA alone due to the reduced sample size38,65 to determine if the differences between ponds were consist-
ently expressed each year. Within each pond, annual differences were also determined to identify which, if any 
areas of the spectrum corresponded to annual factors. Finally, as tadpole body size parameters showed a large 
variation over the course of the study (see Supplementary Fig. 4, with raw data in Supplementary Table 5), with 
significant variation found between tadpoles from PF and those from CT and WH in 2013 and 2014, separate 
analysis was conducted between tadpoles from CT and those from WH, excluding tadpoles from PF to try and 
exclude the effect of body size on the results.

Classification of data. For this study, two commonly applied classifiers; principal component analysis-linear 
discriminant classifier (PCA-LDC) and support vector machines (SVMs) were employed for comparison of their 
classification ability. Both are supervised classification techniques i.e. where the classes are labelled a priori. 
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PCA-LDC is used for linear classification, whereas SVM has the advantage of being able to separate data which do 
not follow a linear pattern. The output from each classifier was a ‘classification accuracy rate’, which is defined as 
the average between sensitivity (true positives) and specificity (true negatives)66. Full details of the theory behind 
each technique are provided in the Supplementary Note 1.

All spectral pre-processing and data analysis was implemented using the IRootLab toolbox http://trevisanj.
github.io/irootlab/67,68 in Matlab (r2012a) (The MathWorks, Inc., USA), unless otherwise stated.

Statistical analysis. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests, or two-sample t-tests 
where appropriate, were conducted to determine significant differences between classes using the scores from the 
PCA-LDA and PCA outputs. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests were also used to 
determine significant differences between body size parameters. One-way ANOVA was also used to determine 
differences in the absorbance values of the second derivative spectra (full details in Supplementary Note 2). These 
analyses were conducted in XLSTAT (Addinsoft, Paris).
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